
English– week beginning 15th June 2020 

Welcome to a week of English activities!  

 

This week we are going to be looking at some of the very important 

parts of our spelling, grammar and punctuation knowledge. 

I have provided you with lots of different activities to check you have 

remembered important rules in our writing! 

 

Monday 

Apostrophe for possession  

 

Tuesday 

Spelling and handwriting 1 

 

Wednesday 

Inverted commas 

 

Thursday 

Fronted adverbials and commas 

 

Friday 

Spelling and handwriting 2 

 

 



 

Is the underlined noun singular or plural? Write singular or plural in the space. 

 

1. The girl’s bags are hanging on the pegs.                        plural 

2. There were lots of books on the teacher’s desk.        _______ 

3. The teachers’ jackets are hanging in the staffroom.  _______ 

4. The dogs’ owners chased after them.                         _______ 

5. The baby’s toy fell on the floor.                                 _______ 

6. The babies’ toys are all over the floor.                       _______ 

7. The woman’s phone rang in the cinema.                       _______ 

8. The women’s drinks are on the table.                           _______ 

9. The birds’ nests are in the trees.         _______ 

10.The clown’s nose is red.                                               _______ 

 

  

Apostrophe for possession. 

We use an apostrophe and s (‘s) to show possession. If the noun is plural and ends with 

s, we just add an apostrophe. If the plural noun doesn’t end with s, we add ‘s. 

 e.g.           the boy’s football (singular noun-1 cat) 

the boys’ classroom (plural noun –more than 1 boy) 

the children’s classroom (plural noun without s ) 

 

 

 



Inverted Commas  

To show that someone is talking, we use inverted commas. We use them around the words 

that are said. The words that are actually said are called direct speech. We put ? ! , inside 

the inverted commas. We only use a capital letter after we close the inverted commas if it is 

a name. 

e.g   “I’ll see you tomorrow,” said Sally 

 “What’s that?” asked Sally. 

“That’s amazing!” Sally shouted. 

 

Punctuate these sentences. 

1. Where are you going tomorrow asked the teacher. 

  __________________________________________________ 

2. It is my birthday next July said Sam. 

 

3. Hayley said I love strawberry ice-cream. 

    _________________________________________________ 

4. This work is really easy said Emma. 

_________________________________________________ 

5. Goal shouted the football fans during the match. 

_________________________________________________ 

6. How many pencils have you got Carol asked. 

_________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose a fronted adverbial to complete these sentences. Remember to use a comma after 

the fronted adverbial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

When?         Last year              After a while                     Long ago 

How?         Nervously      With a big smile         As quietly as a mouse 

Where?    Under the sea         Over the mountain           In the dark forest 

 

 

…………………………………………………………....................the dinosaurs roamed the Earth. 

……………………………………………………………………… Helen opened her birthday present. 

…………………………………………………………………..the dolphin sped by the colourful fish. 

……..……………………………………………………………………… the dragon lived in a dark cave. 

……………..……………………………………………………………………… the thief stole the jewels. 

………..……………………………………………………………………….. we arrived at the old castle. 

……………………………………………………………………… she went on a journey along the coast. 

………………………………………………………………… there lived an old lady in a little house. 

…………………………………………………………………he opened the door and stepped inside. 

 

Fronted adverbials and Commas 

When we write an adverbial at the beginning of a sentence, it is called a 

fronted adverbial. We use a comma after a fronted adverbial. 



 

 

 

 

Finish these sentences. Remember to use commas after the fronted adverbials. 

 

1. Last Summer ____________________________________________              

2. Nervously_______________________________________________     

3. Deep beneath the sea ____________________________________ 

4. After a while ____________________________________________ 

5.  With a big smile __________________________________________ 

6. A long time ago___________________________________________ 

7. As quick as a flash ________________________________________ 

8. Behind the old oak tree _____________________________________ 

9. Waiting for their friends ___________________________________ 

10. Surprisingly_____________________________________________ 

11. With a loud growl _________________________________________ 

12.  Before long _____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fronted adverbials and Commas 

When we write an adverbial at the beginning of a sentence, it is called a 

fronted adverbial. We use a comma after a fronted adverbial. 


